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to some relative each piece of land mentioned, so that
in a short space of time lie and his family "became the
owners of the whole of that part of the country; and
all of the previous owners of the land were now his ten-
ants. This naturally produced a tremendous excitement,
and each of the owners of the above-mentioned deeds
sent on an official protest to the Turkish Imperial Gov-
ernment, giving the date of the deed in question and stat-
ing all the facts of this infamous transaction. Justice,
however, is difficult to obtain under some circumstances,
and the status of these deeds is still unsettled.
The life and characteristics of the Arab women in the
peasant class are not greatly different from those of the
Kurds, with the exception that the former usually lack
the extreme physical beauty ai\d poise of their Kurdish
sisters. Arab women, for the most part, still live in the
darkest ignorance. Even in rich families girls are not
taught to read and write. In Algeria and Tripoli the
government has tried to open schools for girls, but in
Algeria these schools and education in general are di-
rected by French officials, so no Mohammedan would send
Ms daughter to them. In Tripoli the Turkish Govern-
ment founded and built a school for girls of the rank of
a grammar school, which was to serve as a model. But
very few girls were enrolled, and those who came were
for the most part daughters of officials, and not really
Arab.
The harem life is very strict. The women live abso-
lutely in seclusion, apart from the men. It is prohibited
for a girl even to appear freely before her boy cousin,
because marriage is possible between 1$iem. In fact,
wherever marriage is possible the seclusion is absolute.
Arab women are very superstitious. Their whole life
consists in household service and work in the fields; for
instance, the cotton fields are always cultivated by
women, and the harvesting is done by them. They also

